
GangPro430  -  MSP430 Flash Programmer

* Six MSP430 - 60 kB Flash each can  be  programmed simultaneously in 5  seconds.

*  Can be erased, blank checked, programmed and verified in less than 8 seconds.
*  48 pcs of the MSP430 - 60 kB Flash each can be programmed simultaneously
in 5 to 7 seconds  using Multi-FPA API-DLL and eight USB-GangPro430.

* Full Speed USB 1.1 (12Mbits/s) communication interface.  

* Up to 6 MSP430Fxx can be programmed simultaneously via JTAG

interface from one GangPro430 Flash Programming Adapter.

* Six MSP430 with 60 kB Flash each can be programmed

simultaneously in 5 seconds.

* Up to 8 GangPro430 (FPAs) adapters can be connected to one PC.

* Up to 48  MSP430Fxx can be programmed simultaneously  from

eight GangPro430 (FPAs).

* 48 pcs of the MSP430 with 60 kB Flash each can be programmed

simultaneously  in 5 to 7  seconds using Multi-FPA API-DLL and

8 GangPro430 FPAs.

* Support all MSP430Fxx microcontrollers from Texas Instruments.

* Our programmers are professionally made and are recommended  by Texas Instruments as the Third Party Tools

source.

* Blow the JTAG security fuse capability.

* No code size limitations.

* Target devices can be powered from the programming adapter (2.2V to 3.6V with 0.2V step ) or from external source.

* Easy to use WindowsTM based software.

* Programmer accept TI (*.txt), Motorola (*.s19) and Intel (*.hex) data files for programming.

* Combine code files capability.

* Lock setup capability, useful in production.

* Unique serial number assign capability.  Software package can assign and automatically increment unique serial

number, model type and revision. Serial Number with or without an automatically inserted current date can be stored

in the FLASH memory in HEX, BCD or ASCII format. 

* Log programming adapters can be connected to one PC and controlled by the 8 independend Programming Softw

file capability allowing to review information about the flashed target devices.

* Multi-FPA API-DLL software package can control up to eight GangPro430 FPAs (working simultaneously) from

other programs. Using eight GangPro430 FPAs the programming time of the 48 target devices is almost the same like

programming time of the six target devices programmed from one FPA.

* MSP430.DLL allows to use GangPro430 programming adapter as a FET with the IAR, CrossWork or Quadravox

debugging software. 

* Programmer has been fully tested to comply with the FCC and CE requirements.

The GangPro430 Flash Programmer is dedicated to programming the Texas Instruments MSP430Fxx family

microcontrollers. The GangPro430 allows to program  simultaneously  up to six target devices via the JTAG Interface.

Each programmer package consists of a microcontroller based adapter, WindowsTM  based software and a cable used to

connect the adapter with the computer’s USB port. The internal adapter software allows communication with the

programmed device at a high speed. The effective programming speed using the JTAG interface is about 12 kbytes/s

simultaneously with up to six target devices, giving effective programming speed around 72 kbytes/s per one
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programmed device. Due to the high speed of the programmer, it can be effectively utilized to program flash devices in

the production process. For example, a six  microcontrollers with 60 kB Flash each such as MSP430F149, can be

programmed in 8 seconds via the JTAG Interface.  This time includes initialization, erasing memory, blank checking,

programming and fast verification.

To simplify the production process, the programming software package can assign serial numbers, model types, and

revisions. Each serial number is unique for each programmed device and is  assigned automatically. Several serial

number formats are available.

There are a number of erase/write options available. All or just specified fragments of flash memory can be

erased/written. This feature saves time when only specific parts of  data/code need to be changed. For example this

feature can be used to download the serial number, calibration data or personality data  without losing existing program

code.  

Specification:

PC Communication Interface: - Full Speed  USB-1.1   (12Mbits/s)

USB connector - Adpater site: USB-type B,      Computer site: USB-type A

Target connector - 14 pins header connector - standard JTAG pinhead with added five

TDO/TDI connections to unused pins.

Number of  programmed target devices - up to 6 programmed simultaneously

DC Power - from USB Interface - 5V +/- 20%,  50mA +  target’s current (0-100mA)

Target Device DC supply

- external - 2.2 V to 3.6 V

- from programming adapter - 2.2 V to 3.6 V in step 0.2V / 100 mA  max.

Communication speed via JTAG Interface - selectable 1Mb/s and 400kb/s

Size: - 76 x 43 x 20 mm    ( 3.0 x 1.68 x 0.8 inch )

Verification Compliance: - CE ( European CISPR 22 and EN 55022 ).

- FCC Part 15, Subpart B- Class B Unintentional Radiators for Uses in

Home, Commercial and Industrial Areas.
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GangPro430 with the target devices connection

diagram


